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On the Capacitance Coupling Ratios of a Source-Side Injection Flash Memory Celll
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l. Introduction
The source-side-injection (SSf Flash memory cell has been recently

employed_-as the base of a multilevel storage technolory [l]. With th-e
source-follower read method and cumulative programming technique,
precis-e_am-ou_nt of charge can be stored into anil acluratelyiensed frbm
the SSI cell [2]. In ttris paper, we report a new method ibr measuring
the capacitance goupling ratios of non-volatile memory cells as applied
to the SSI Flash cell. Conventional extraction meithods [3, 4i are
complicated by the presence of the select transistor. In this work the
coupling_ ratios of a source-side injection Flash memory cell are
extracted from source-follower voltage (Vsf) measurements of the
Flash cell and a refersnce cell, in the read mode.

The SSI Flash cell consists of a select gate (SG) transistor and a

{loating gale lfc) transistor merged in a split-gate 
'configuration 

[5].
As shown in lig_l,there are three terminalsj the commoniource (iS),
the drain or bit-line (BL), and the select gate. The reference cell ii
essentially the same as the Flash cell with floating gate accessible as a
terminal.

. This.sp[fgate cell can be cast into a two transistor (2-T) model as
shown in Fig. 2, where the SG and FG transistors ard in'series and
connected via the common node C which serves as the virtual source of
FG transistor and also as the virnral drain of the SG transistof.

2. Theory and Method
In general the floating gate voltage of the Flash cell can be written

in differential form as follows:

LVJE = arrLVr, + d,"rLV", + au$Vu + a"LV" -( +) (l),
(-C. )

where the drr, e"r, d6, and 0g" are the floating gate FG, common

source CS, substrate B and common node C voltage coefficients
respectively. C," is the total capacitance of the floating gate; LI/fs,

LV*,. LV",, LVu, and LV" the differential voltages respectivelyi and

LQrr the differential FG stored charge3. These coefficients, a,s can

be interpreted as "capacitance ratios", such that

q,s=?, o",=+, db=$, o-= 
c" a'd (2),

Lr Cr o C, --c 
Cr

where Cfr, C,r, C",, Cr, *d C" 6 depicted in Fig l, representing

the capa.c^itances from floating gate FG to select gate SG, common
source cS, to bulk (substratef and to common nod'e c respectivelya.
Assuming constant d's and Cr Eq. (l) can be integrated, thus

v* = a*v* * a",v", + aovo * a"L.(?)*w*o (3),

ILrl
where W*o is an integration constants.

fhe capacitances in Eq. (2) are relatively independent of terminal
voltages in the range of normal cell operation. thus Eq. (3) should
give a fairly good.estimation gf vfg fiom the terminar voliales of a
two transistor cell --model6, if the coupling ratios were ac-curately
extracted using Eq. (l).

Two-Dimensional device simulations of the ceil provide a means to
confirm our assumptigt]. 

_ fig. r shows the simuiated floating gati
voltage vfg of a cell with Qfg:0 and bit-line current Ibr: luAitTwo
selegt gate voltages, vsg. Here _the .goodness of linear vfg to vcs
r.:latig.Tlhip.is demonsrrated. No significant change in tfr'e slope,
dvsf/dvcs,.is observed as the cell is moving from-low vcs tt-iv,
i9"q).lo high Vcs (6-\2V, proggn). Howeve-r rhe slope of high Vsg(: 4V, F?d).is consistently.higher than that of low-Vsg (J 2.3V-,
qlgg{aT), indicating the small effect of Vsgand Vcs inter-dEpindency,
whrch is not accounted for in Eq. (3). Fig. 4 shows the'simulattid
floating gate voltage Vfg of a cell wiin'qfg J 0 *ith V.s, VUi, anatb
groq{ed. A change of the slope dvsf/dVsg is clearly observable as
the f ci transistor gets turned on from subthreshold to inversion. Gate
coupling is,effectivelyrcnhancg4 as _th9 depletion capacitor responds to
the gate voltage [7]. Finally, Fig. 5 shows the simrilated floafing gate

voltage of a cell with Qfg:0 and bit-line current Ibl: luA, Vcs:2V,
the normal read condition. A nearly linear relationship of Vfg to Vsg
is demonstrated.

3. Experimental Procedure and Results
The extraction of SSI cell coupling ratios is based on Eq. (l). The

source follower voltage Vsf [2] is read at a constant bit line bunent
Ibl:luA. Basically the terminals, Vsg, Vcs and Vb are varied and the
r-esponses are mea$lred in Vsf ( = Vc). The reference cell provides a
direct estimate of floating gate voltage Vfg. Fig. 6 shows the Vsf to
Vfg characteristics of a reference cell, which is used for the Vsf to Vfg
conversion for the corresponding Flash cell. Table I shows a set of thE
four measurement conditions for a set of a's at the operating point of
Vgg: 4.2Y and Vcs:2.2V. These measurements of Vfg, Vsg, Vcs,
Vb and Vc (: Vsf) generate three linear equations in a'i. W-ith the
fourth equation Zo, - I and AVc: AVsf, a set of a's can be solved.

TABLE I Cell Biasing for Coupling Ratio Extraction

_ Descliption Vsg Vcs Vb Ibl
Operatingpoint 4.2V , 2.2V 0V luA

AVcs
AVsg
AVb

4.2V 2.0V 0v
4.0 v 2.2V OV
4.2V 2.2V +0.2 V

uA
uA
uA

Table II shows the extracted coupling ratios for three cases. The
results are fairly consistent even whdn thie operating condition shifted
and stored charge changed. Only ab shows a larger fluctuation due to
its near zero value. Table III shows the effect of source follower read
current lbl (bit-line) on the extracted coupling ratios. Consistent results
are obtained for three decades of Ibl. Table IV shows the extracted
coupling ratios of reversed source follower read (in Fig. Zc).
consistent results are obtained for different cases. The abl_r is near
zero due to virtual drain. The o,sg_r, SG coupling ratio of reverse read,
is noticeably smaller than that of forward read, suggesting higher total
cell capacitance c, r in this mode. Fig.7 shows ih-e sublhreitroto t-v
of two cases of thE same cell used in Table II, usg_subth is 0.33,
which is about l}-lsyo higher than that from Vsf meihod. Fig. S and
Fig. 9 show the measured and modeled Vsf vs Vsg and is. Vcs
respectively. Poorer fit at low vsg is related to sG trans-istor turn-off.

4. Conclusions
The Capacitance coupling ratios of a source-side injection Flash

memory cell are extracted using a new method based on source-
follower voltage measurement for a two-transis'tor cell model in the
read condition. validity of these coupling ratios and the two-transistor
memory cell representation under programming condition are
confirmed via two-dimensional device simulations. These parameters
provide a solid base for a multilevel Flash cell model.
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' This node "c" is w6ll deflrned plrysicalliSntt;h;n;t rdst oni'oiite-tio'tilrislstors ts
, qper?,ting in the linear region. 

-otherwiie 
it ri:presents an artificial demarcation.' bq. (1) t'ollows the standard definition of differential terminal charge [6], so we have:

Le r, =f*-)^r- .(yl)or," *(9:+\^n"" *(u!,: lo 
" 

* ( 9%-)^r.
\,""e/ [0v*) lE \av"") ." \)vn)-" lav,)-',t Strictly speaking these A's are trans-conductances and I - d* * d", + db + a" [61.

5 constant FIz^o includes the weighted flat-band voltages as seen by floating gate FG [7].
' This works liarticularlywell if the_ celt is operating at a fixed small current. In our read

tne current ls tlxed, so the channel potential tracks closely to the virtual source voltage.
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ffivtru) ctsg clcs ctb C[c
Peorl-ita C[ss Cf,cs Ctb C[c

TABLE II Cell Coupling Ratios TABLE III Effect of Vsf Read Condition
TABLE IV Cell Coupling Ratios in Reverse

Vsf read

pSfltvsf (v) ctsg-r c[bl-r c[b-r ctc-r

A 0.709 0.230 0.004 -0.001 0.768

A 1.036 0.238 0.001 0.001 0.760

B 1.036 0.240 0.004 0.000 0.755

Operating points:

A - Vsg= 4.2V,Vcs:2.2V, Ird:Ics= I uA,

B - Vs5-4.2V, Vcs:2.2V, Ird:Ics:luAo
but AVs50. lV, AVcs=O. lV
Vsf column refers to forward read at luA:

0246810',t2
Vcs M

Fig. 3 Two-dimensional simulation results
showing Vfg vs. Vcs, for two different Vcg
conditions.

Vsg=4V, Ve2.2
o ISg=42,VCS=A/

-*-Vsg=4.2, Vcs=2.2

1.6 1.62 1.61 1.66 1.68 1.7 1.72
vfsM

Fig. 6 This is Vsf vs. Vfg measured on a
reference MOSFET. Six points are used to
convert Vsf into Vfg for coupling ratio extraction.

1.5

012
VcsM

Fig. 9 Comparison of simulated and measured
cell data showing Vsf vs. Vsg for two different
charge stat€s: UV Erased and programmed.

A 0.709 0.299 0.507

B 0.709 0.29s 0.514

A 1.036 0.295 0.s17

Operating points:
A - Vsg:4.2V, Vcs:2.2V, Ibl:luA,

standard

B - Vs53.8V, Vcs:2.OV, Ibl=luA

Fig I Diagram of split-gate cell capacitances.
The floating gate capacitance is the sum of four
components: Csg, Cc, Cb, and Ccs.

0 2 4 6 810',,2
SG Voltage (V)

Fig. 4 Two-dimensional simulation results
showing Vfg vs. Vsg, and the slope. Note how
the slope changes when the channel is formed.
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Fig. 7 Subthreshold I-V curves for a reference
MOSFET and a flash cell, Vcs = 0.lV. The cell
was measured with two different charge states.

luA 0.299 0.507 0.001 0.192

l00nA 0.271 0.480 0.002 0.247

l0nA 0.267 0.472 0.002 0.259

lnA 0.278 0.496 -0.001 0.228

Operating point: Vs5-4.2V, Vcs:2.2V

Read at luA: Vsf = 0.709V

a) Flash Cell c) Reversed
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Fig 2 Circuit schemtic symbols for: a) a flash
cell during read, b) the two-fansistor model. c)
The reversed mode.
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Fig. 5 Two-dimensional simulation results
showing Vfg vs. Vsg, and the slope during read.

Vcs =2V,Ibl: luA.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of simulated and measured
cell data showing Vsf vs. Vsg for nro different
charge states: UV Erased and programmed
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Iur = 1E€ A
Vb=0V

'-Vco = 4.0

-VcE = 2.3

-Slope of 4.0V

- Slobe of 2.3V

Vbl=Vsg=Vb=0V

-Meas,UV

-Simulated, FG = 0.0

-Simulated, 
FG = -0.81

-fifreasured, 
Werased

Vsf = 0.71


